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Abstract 
In diagnostic reasoning, an association exists between hypotheses and 
their observable consequences in a knowledge base. Now a diagnosis of a 
set of observations consists of a set of hypotheses, such that the union of 
their associated sets of consequences minimally covers this set of observa-
tions. We describe an algorithm that finds all such minimal covers. 
An implicit enumerat ion algorithm is used, which is an adapted version 
of similar algorithms used for the Set Covering Problem presented in the 
literature. Of this algorithm a correctness proof is given. 
\Ve prove completeness properties for our minimal cover problem of 
two search space reductions that can be found in the literature. vVe also 
introduce another reduction, which is based on a partitioning of the search 
space. 
Finally, we show two heuristics, one of which can reduce the compu-
tation time of the algorithm co nsiderably, and we prove it to be as least 
as strong as one of the search space reductions. 
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This report concerns the description of an algorithm for computing all min-
imal covers of a set. Such an algorithm is of significant importance in ab-
ductive diagnostic reasoning ( cf. [l,2 ,3,4]). In particular, this algorithm is 
currently used in the EQUIP expert system ( cf. [4]), in which ahductive 
reasoning is applied in the domain of silicon chip production control. 
In an abductive diagnostic inference system a knowledge base can be 
modelled by a relation K ~ H X O, where H is a set of hypotheses and 0 
a set of observations, such that 
1 - for all h E H there is at least one o E Osuch that (h, o) E K, 
2 - for all o E O there is at least one h E H such that ( h, o) E /(, and 
3 - H n O = 0. 
For each hypothesis h E H we call the set of related observations in 
the knowledge base Cl(h) = {oJ(h, o) E /(} the cluster associated with h . 
Given a set vV ~ 0 of real world observations, we restrict each cluster to 
its intersection with iv. If there are two different hypotheses h1 and h2 in 
H such that Cl(h1 ) = Cl(h 2 ), we regard h1 and h 2 as equivalent. 
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Now a diagnosis of vV consists of a set of hypotheses M such that the 
union of their associated clusters minimally covers W, that is , 
U{C/(h) lh EM} = Wand 't/i EM U{Cl(h) lh E (lvI - {i})}-/: W . 
This is where our minimal cover algorithm comes in. If we know all minimal 
covers of vV, then we immediately also know all diagnoses of W. 
Now that we have shown the setting of our algorithm we will rest rain 
ourselves to the problem of finding all minimal covers. 
More about abductive diagnostic inference can be found in [1,2], in which 
a slightly different approach is followed: all minimum covers are searched 
for, which are covers with a minimal cardinality. These form a subset of all 
minimal covers. 
First we will give some important definitions . Then we will show a basic 
algorithm, using implicit emtmeration. This algorithm is proven correct. 
Hereafter we demonstrate four search space reductions, two of which have 
been presented in literature about the Set Covering Problem ( cf. for ex-
ample [5,6]), in which some minimum cover is searched for. \Ve will prove 
completeness properties of two of these reductions for our minimal cover 
problem. Finally we will present two heuristics and a form.al property of 
one of them. 
2 Preliminaries 
In short, the set covering problem is this: 
given a set v-V, and a set of sets S, such that each element of S has a 
non-empty intersection with H', and their union is a superset of vV. Now 
all minimal subsets D of S have to be found , such that the union of the 
elements in D is still a superset of l-V. D is called a minimal cover of lV. 
Now we give some basic definitions and properties of the set covering 
problem : 
Definition 2.1 Let vV = { u·1 , ... , wn} be a set of observations, and 
S = {X1 , . .. , Xd a set of sets, W and S finite, such that X; n W -j; 0, 
i = 1, .. . , k . 
S covers W if US ~ l 'V, that is , X 1 U ... U Xk ~ W, or, in other words, S 
is a cover of W . If also US<;;; W , then S exactly covers Wand Sis an 
exact cover of H' . 
Definition 2.2 Let W and S be defined as above. 
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S minimally covers W if 5 covers W and VX E 5 U(S' - {X}) p_ W. 
Then 5 is called a minimal cover of W. 
Theorem 2.1 Let 5 be a set of sets that covers a set iv. Then there exists 
a minimal cover of lV, which is a subset of S. 
Proof. Given: U 5 = W. 
step 1: If VX, X E 5 , U(S - {X}) -/: U 5, then Sis a minimal cover of W 
by definition. 
step 2: Otherwise, :lX E 5 such that U(S - {X}) = US . Now omit this 
set X from 5, or to put it differently, S := S - {X}, and goto step 1. D 
Theorem 2.2 If S covers iv , then restricting each element of S to its in-
tersection with vV gives an exact cover of iv . 
Proof. S = {X1 , ... , Xk} , US 2 W . 
S' = {X{, . .. , X£}, where Xf = X;n W, i = l, ... ,k. 
To prove that W <;;; U 5', take an arbitrary w E W . 
Now w E U 5, so w E Xj, for some X j. Therefore also w E x; and 
w E US' . So 11'' <;;; US'. 
To prove that U 5' <;;; W, take an arbitrary w E U 5'. 
Now °= X[ with w E X/. Xf = X1 n W, sow E W. Therefore U 5' <;;; iv. 
It follows that S' exactly covers W. □ 
From now on we assume that the sets that can be used to cover a set vV are 
subsets of iv, which automatically results in exact covers. So where we use 
'{minimal) cover', it could be replaced by 'e:ract (minimal) cover'. 
Finding a minimal cover can also be formulated in an integer linear pro-
gramming style: 
• W = {w 1 , ..• ,wn} is the set to be covered, S = {X1 , ... , Xk} is the 
set of sets used to cover l'V. 
• x; = l iff X; is in the cover, i = 1, ... k. 
• A = ( a;j) is an n by k matrix with aij 
a;j = 0. 
• find all {.r 1 , . . . , xk), such that: 
1 if w; E Xj , otherwise 
• A (x1, .. . , xk) 2 (1, ... , 1), where the inequality is taken 
pointwise. 
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• V j, j = l, ... , k, if x j = 1 then 
A(x1, ... ,Xj-1,0,xJ+1,••·,.rk) {. (1, . . . ,1). 
In section 4 we shall use this representation quite often. 
Definition 2.3 Let S be a set of sets. 
Sis independent if VX E S U(S - {X})-/; U S (see [4]). 
The following lemma follows immediately from the above: 
Lemma 2.1 
- A rninimal cover of a set is independent . 
- A independent cover of a set is a minimal cover of that set . 
The cardinali ty of a set X will be denoted as /X /. 
Definition 2.4 Let S be a set of sets. The coverrate of an element w 
in S , denoted as cov( w, S), is the number of sets in S of which w is an 
element, that is, cov(w, S) =/ {X E S/w E X}/ . 
Theorem 2.3 Let S be a set of sets. 
Sis independent iff 1./X ES 3w E X cov(w, S) = 1. 
Proof. S is independent 
iff VX ES U(S- {X}) ~ U S 
iffVX ES :lw E X such that w rf_ U(S - {X}) 
iffVX ES :lw E X cov(w,S- {X}) = 0 
iff VX E S :lw E X cov(w, S) = 1. o 
Lemma 2.2 A subset of an independent set is independent. 
Proof. Let D be an independent set and D' a subset of D. 
Then by theorem 2.3 , VX E D' :lw EX cov( w, D) = 1. 
Since cov( w, D') :::; cov( w, D), also cov( w, D') = 1, for X E D'. 
Therefore, again by theorem 2.3, D' is independent. □ 
Corollary 2.1 Every subset of a minimal cover is independent . 
Definition 2.5 Let D be a independent set of sets, and S a set of sets. 
Then D' = D U S is an extension of D. 
D' is an independent extension of D if D' also is independent. 
Definition 2.6 A partial cover of a set W is an independent set, the 
union of which is a subset of W. 
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Definition 2.7 Let vV be a set and S be a set of sets that covers vV. Then 
MC(D', S) is the set of all minimal covers D of W, such that: 
- D' is a subset of D. 
- the independent extension D of D' is formed using a subset of S. 
So the set of all minimal covers of vV, using a set of sets C' that covers i ·V, 
is lvIC(0, C). 
It turns out that we need an algorithm to compute MC(0, C), that is, 
we have to find all independent extensions of the empty set that are covers 
of W. In the next section we give a basic algorithm to do this, and this 
algorithm will be improved later on. 
From now on we shall use the following standard identifiers: 
iv is the set of elements to be covered, C is the given set of sets that can 
be used to cover w-, D is a partial cover of vV . 
When no confusion arises, we shall sometimes say that an element of iv is 
covered, meaning that the singleton set containing this element is covered. 
3 Basic Enumeration Algorithm 
The search space of the SCP consists of all subsets of C. Simply enumerat-
ing all subsets is not feasible, for 2IC I sets have to be considered. 
A more efficient enumeration method must be used, that still finds all min-
imal covers, but that needs to check a minimal number of subsets. 
A well-known technique to achieve this is implicit enumeration, a strategy 
that leads, as the enumeration proceeds, to the exclusion of large parts of 
the search space, that do not need any further consideration. 
\Vith implicit enumeration partial solutions are generated and simultane-
ously all completions of each are considered, which explains the term im-
plicit. 
In the literature, with respect to implicit enumeration methods for set 
covering, two basic approaches are taken . The first is constructing all subsets 
of C, and prune whenever a full cover has been reached. We shall call this 
"subset enumeration search". The second approach is in each step trying to 
increase the number of covered elements of iv, by augmenting all current 
partial solutions with sets that contain a not yet covered element . We shall 
call this "increasing cover search". 
\Ve shall investigate these two approaches more deeply and improve upon 
both of them. This results in two enumerative algorithms that look rather 
similar. Of the second type of algorithm a correctness proof will be given, 
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and this algorithm will be the basis of further improvements introduced later 
on. 
Both algorithms are recursive, which means that in the algorithm a call 
to itself is made, but with changed parameters. Therefore, as the computa-
tion proceeds, more than one instance of the algorithm exists . We call such 
an instance a recursive instance. 
Using subset enumeration search (see also [5,7,8]), a binary tree is con-
structed, where every node in the tree is a recursive instance of the search 
procedure with a partial cover as one of its parameters . In every node a set 
X in C, that has not been inspected yet, is used to extend such a partial 
cover. In the son node on the right the partial cover is extended with X and 
removed from C, in the son node on the left X is simply removed from C . 
The enumeration scheme looks as follows, where iv' is the set to be covered, 
C' is the set of sets that covers Hl ' and D' is a partial cover of T'V that has 
to be extended with a subset of C' : 
SubseLEnumeration-5earch( TV', C', D') : 
begin 
if C'' f:. 0 
then 
fl 
end 
select a set X in C'; 
SubseLEnumeration..Search(W', C'' - {X} , D'); 
if W' - X f:. 0 
then SubseLEnumeration-5earch(W' - X, C' - {X}, D' LJ {X}) 
else if D' U {X} is independent then report D' U {X} fl 
fl 
The initial call to this algorithm is " Subset...Enumeration-5earch(W, C, 0)". 
We assume that iv and C are initially not empty. 
Three improvements can be made quite easily. First, in the left son node 
all that has changed is the exclusion of a set X from C' . This can easily 
be incorporated in the father node for all X in C. Secondly, if D' U {X} is 
not an independent extension of D', then, by Corollary 2 .1, it has no use 
to pursue the search any further in this direction. As third improvement, it 
can be seen that by excluding a set X from C', the possibility arises that the 
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remaining sets do not cover the set vV' - X. When this happens, searching 
can also be pruned. This result s in the following improved algorithm: 
Subset _Enumeration-5earch( ii,n, C', D'): 
begin 
C" := C'; 
for all X in C' 
do 
od 
end 
D" := D' u {X}; 
vV" := W' - X ; 
C" := C" - {X}; 
if W" f= 0 
then 
C'" : = { X E C" I D" u { X} is independent } ; 
if LJ C"' ;2 W" 
then Subset_Enumeration-5earch( vV", C"', D") 
fl ; 
else report D" 
fi 
In the second approach, "increasing cover search" (see also [3,4,6,9]), an 
element of the set to be covered is taken, and each partial cover is extended 
with a set that covers this selected element . The enumeration scheme looks 
as follows: 
Increasing_Cover -5earch( vV', C', D'): 
begin 
select an element w E W'; 
for all X E C' such that w E X 
do 
if W' - X f= 0 
then 
Increasing_Cover -5earch( W' - X, C' - { X}, D' U { X}) 
else if D' U {X} is independent then report D' U {X} fl 
fi 
od 
end 
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The initial call to this algorithm is "Increasing_Cover ...Search(W, C, 0)". We 
assume that W and C' are initially not empty. 
For this algorithm also three improvements can be made. 
First, only sets that can be used for an independent extension need to be 
passed to a next recursive instance of the algorithm. As second improvement 
we can make the following observation: each time that a pass through the 
statements in the for-loop has been made, one set X has been tried to extend 
the current partial cover. Now we know that this set X, if the extension 
is independent, will appear in every minimal cover which is an extension of 
D', the partial cover we started with in this instance of the algorithm. So 
X is for further investigation no longer needed, and need not to be passed 
any more . It turns out that with each pass through the for-loop , we can 
omit the last investigated set from further consideration. 
This optimization appears to be new . Now, as third optimization, it is 
possible that the union of C'' - {X} does not cover W' - X . In this case , 
no more minimal covers will be found, and here we can cancel searching any 
further. Now we will show the resulting improved algorithm: 
Increasing_Cover ...Search( W', C', D'): 
begin 
C'" := C'; 
select an element w E vV'; 
for all X E C' such that w E X 
do 
od 
end 
D" := D' u {X}; 
iv":= vV' - x, 
C" := C" - {X}; 
if W" =I= 0 
then 
C'"' : = { X E C'" I D" U { X} independent } ; 
if UC'" 2 W" 
then Increasing_Cover ...Search( iv", C'", D") 
fl 
else report D" 
fl 
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A nice property of both improved algorithms is that every minimal cover 
is found exactly once, unlike the original increasing cover algorithm, which 
can find the same minimal cover several times. Both improved algorithms 
look rather similar. \Vith increasing cover search, first an element in W' is 
chosen, and then an iteration through the elements in C' is made. With 
subset enumeration search, it happens the other way around: an iteration 
through the elements in C' is made, and for each set in C' it is known that 
it contains an yet uncovered element ( this has been checked implicitly in the 
independence check of the calling instance). Furthermore, with each itera-
tion in subset generation search, a set X in C' is removed. \Vith increasing 
cover search this only happens when the selected element w is contained in 
X. 
Finally, with increasing cover search, the selected element w can be chosen 
in such a way that hopefully a minimal number of recursive instances have 
to be created, unlike subset generation search, where no such choice exists. 
It can be concluded that both algorithms have some advantages and dis-
advantages . 
From now on we will use the improved increasing cover algorithm as 
basic implicit enumeration method for the rest of the paper. This choice will 
become clear later on. Now we give a correctness proof of this algorithm by 
proving three lemma's, in which W is a non-empty set that is covered by a 
set C. 
Lemn1a 3.1 In a computation of 'Increasing_Cover....Search(iV, C, 0)', for 
each set D, with ID ! = m, for some m, 
D appears as third parameter in a call 'increasing_cover ...search( vV D, CD, 
D) ', or D is reported as a minimal cover of vV 
iff 
l - D is a partial cover of W, and 
2- there is a sequence of calls 'Increasing_Cover ...Search( vVi , Ci, Di)' , 
0 :S i :S m - 1, with JDi l = i, D - Di ~ Ci, D; U {X} is independent for 
every set X E Ci , Wi = W- LJD;, C0 = C', W0 = W, D0 = 0, such that D 
is chosen as extension of Dm-l in the recursive instance with Dm-l as third 
parameter . 
Proof. Let W and C be as given. We will use induction over the cardinality 
of D. 
Basis: IDI = 0, that is, D = 0 : straightforward, for there is a call 'In-
creasing_Cover....Search(W, C', 0)', namely the initial call. The empty set is a 
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partial cover of W and the sequence consists of this call itself. Also 0 U {X} 
is independent for every set X E C'. 
Induction Step: Assume the lemma has been proven for IDI = m. 
Now look at a set D with IDI = m + 1. 
D appears in a call 'Increasing_Cover_Search( W D, CD, D )' or D is reported 
as a minimal cover of iv 
iff 
there is a recursive instance with as third parameter D' that is extended to 
D, with IDI = m 
iff ( by the induction hypothesis) 
D' is a partial cover of iv 
and there is a sequence of calls 'Increasing_Cover ..Search(vV;, C'j, D;) ', 
0 S i ~ m - 1, such that I D; I = i, D' - D; ~ C, Di U {X} is independent 
for every set X E C;, vV; = iv - U D;, C0 = C, W0 = W, Do = 0, where 
D' is chosen as extension of Drn -I in the recursive instance with Dm-l as 
third parameter 
and D' appears in a call 'Increasing_Cover..Search(vVv,, Cv,, D')' 
such that JD'i = m, D - D' ~ Cv,, D' U {X} is independent for every set 
X E CD', W D' = vV - LJ D' 
iff 
there is a sequence of calls 'Increasing_Cover ..Search( Wi, Ci, Di)', 0 ~ i ~ m, 
such that JDi l = i, D - D; ~ C;, Wi = W- U Di, C0 = C, Wo = W, Do = 0, 
where D is chosP.n as extension of D rn = D' in the recursive instance with 
D m as third parameter , and D is a partial cover of iv, and every set in Cm 
can be used for an independent extension of Dm. 
So the induction hypothesis holds for !DI = m + 1. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. □ 
Definition 3.1 Let D be a partial cover that is constructed in a recursive 
instance with as third parameter Drn, then we call the sequence Do, .. . , Dm 
the history of D, with D;, 0 ~ i ~ m, the third parameter in the call 
'Increasing_Cover..Search(vV;, C';, D;)' in the sequence that led to the con-
struction of D . 
Lemma 3.2 In a computation 'Increasing_Cover-5earch(W, C, 0)' each 
partial cover D ~ C of i ,v with JDI = m appears in a call 
'increasing_cover....search(vVv , Cv, D)' once at most or is reported as a min-
imal cover of vV once at most. 
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Proof. 
We will use induction over the cardinality of D . 
Basis: IDI = 0, that is, D = 0: straightforward, for there is a call 
'Increasing_Cover.l,earch(W, C, 0)', and this is the only call with 0 as third 
parameter , for in each recursive call of the algorithm the cardinality of the 
partial cover strictly increases . 
Induction Step: Assume the lemma has been proven for ID I = m. 
Now look at a partial cover D with IDI = m + l. 
Assume by contradiction that D is reported more than once or there exists 
more than one call with D as third parameter . 
Now there are at least two recursive instances of the algorithm were this D 
has been constructed. Say these recursive instances did have parameters i·V{ , 
C(, Di and W~, q and D~ . Now IDi l = ID~ I = m, and by the induction 
hypothesis we have that they appear in a call exactly once. Using Lenuna 
3.1 and Definition 3.1, let the history of Di be Di ,1 , ... , Di ,m- l and let the 
hi story of D~ be D~ ,1 , ... , D; ,m- i · Let Di ,P be the largest partial cover in 
the history of Di, such that D~,P = D; ,P, 1 '.S p '.S m - 1. 
By the induction hypothesis and Lemma 3.1 , we know that D~ ,P appears in 
a call 'Increasing_Cover.l,earch(W{,p, C(,p, Di ,p)' exactly once. Now look at 
this recursive instance of the algorithm. 
Assume that X E Di,p+l - Di ,P is chosen first in the for-loop for extending 
Di,p • Then also XE Di. 
Now X is removed from C'", the remaining set of sets in the algorithm. 
In some later iteration X' E D; ,p+l - D; ,P is chosen for extending Di,p • Now 
X cannot be passed as a member of C"', for it has already been removed 
from C'". But X E Di ,p+ l C D. So D~,P+l can never be extended to D. 
Contradiction. 
The same argument holds if X' E D~ ,p+l - D;,P was chosen first. 
So there exists at most one recursive instance with Di as third parameter, 
in which D is constructed. Now this D is reported as a minimal cover or it 
appears in a call 'increasing_cover...search(vVD, CD, D)'. 
So the induction hypothesis has been proven for ! DI = m + 1. 
This completes the proof of the lenuna . D 
Lemrna 3.3 In a computation 'Increasing_Cover .l,earch( i,ir, C, 0 )' each set 
D is reported iff D is a minimal cover of W . 
Proof. 
"⇒ ": Assume D is reported. Then by Lenuna 3.1, Dis a partial cover of 
iv. If we look at the algorithm and Lenuna 3.1, then we see that Dis only 
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reported if U D = W. Therefore by Lemma 2.1 D is a minimal cover of W. 
"¢=": Let D ~ C be a minimal cover of W. We will prove by induction 
on l that the following property holds: if l < IDI, then there exists a call 
'Increasing_Cover-5earch(W,, Ci, Di)' such that ID1I = l, D - Dz ~ Ci, 
W; = W - U D1, Dz a partial cover of W, D1 U {X} is independent for every 
set XE C1. 
Basi.s: l = 0: This is the initial call. D is a subset of C, so D can be 
constructed out of the partial cover 0 using C' . Also 0 U { X} is independent 
for every set X E C. 
If ID I = 1, then D consists of exactly one set X, such that X = W. There-
fore no matter which element in iv is selected, X is chosen to extend the 
partial cover 0, which gives the minimal cover D. 
Induction Step: Assume the property holds for some l < I D I. 
Now, if l < IDI - 1, we prove there is such a call for l + 1. 
Look at the recursive instance with vV1, C1 and D1 as parameters. Now 
U( D - D1) = W1, so whatever element w E iVi is selected , in this recursive 
instance an extension D1+1 of D1 is constructed which is a subset of D. D1+1 
is independent, for every set in C'1 can be used as an independent extension 
of D1 . Therefore D1+1 is a partial cover of l·V. /D1+1I < ID I and D1+1 ~ D, 
so D1+1 is not a cover of iF, and every set in D - D1+1 is passed in C"'. 
Now the lenuna has been proven for IDI = l + 1. 
Now we have proven that there exists a sequence of calls, the last one of 
which has parameters WIDl-l• C'iDl-l and D 1D1-i, such that ID1D1-1I = 
IDI - 1, D - D IDI-I ~ CIDl-l, W1v 1- i = W - U DIDI-I, and DIDI-I is a 
partial cover of W. Now there is a set X E C'iDl- l such that X = WIDl-l, 
so whatever element w is selected, D IDI-I is extended to D. U D = vV, so 
lt'IDl-l - X = 0 and D is reported as a minimal cover . D 
Corollary 3.1 The improved increasing cover algorithm finds every mini-
mal cover exactly once. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 3.2 and 3.3 D 
It has been proven that the algorithm finds all minimal covers. However, 
it can still be improved in a number of ways. ·when C satisfies some special 
properties then some elements can be removed without losing any minimal 
cover. We will discuss these properties in the next section and proof their 
correctness. 
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Also we can see that in the current algorithms no particular element w E 
~V' is taken as next element used for extending a partial cover . Moreover, the 
order in which sets are investigated in the for-loop has not been specified. 
For this purpose we shall introduce in Section 5 some heuristics that can 
make the algorithm considerably more efficient. 
4 Search Space Reductions 
4.1 Introduction 
If it would be possible to reduce C, such that no minimal covers are lost, 
and only partial covers are generated that can be extended to a minimal 
cover, then we would have an implicit enumeration algorithm, which is in 
some sense optimal: it would simply construct all minimal covers, without 
doing any redundant processing. 
This can be achieved if at each recursive instance of the algorithm with 
partial cover D' and remaining set of sets C', the two following sets can be 
identified: 
the set n (AfC(D', C')) - D', which contains all sets that occur in every min-
imal cover containing D', and the set C' - LJ(MC(D', C')), which contains 
all sets of C' that occur in no minimal cover containing D' . 
The former set can simply be added to the partial cover D', because any of 
its members is part of every minimal cover containing D'. Every set con-
tained in the latter set will not appear in any minimal cover containing D' . 
So these sets can be eliminated from C' without any further consideration. 
At each recursive instance of the algorithm these two sets should be com-
puted exactly. \Ve exhibit three reductions, two of which can also be found 
in literature [6,7,8,9]. There they are mainly used for the minimum cover 
problem. We shall prove that these reductions identify n(AfC'(D', C''))- D' 
and C'' - U( Al C ( D', C')) exactly if D' is empty and C' = C, and otherwise 
subsets of these, which is also useful. 
Using our improved implicit enumeration algorithm, these reductions can 
be useful in every recursive instance of the algorithm, and even in every 
iteration of the for-loop. 
\Ve also introduce another reduction , that can also be of use in every 
recursive instance, namely partitioning the remaining set of sets: 
if the set of sets C'' can be partitioned into sets C~, ... , C£, such that 
UC: n uc; = 0, for all pairs i,j, 1 :S: i,j S: k, i fc j, then at most 
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21c;1 + ... + 2IC~ I subsets have to be generated, which is less than 2IC'I, for 
k > l. 
First we will introduce a technique to reduce the set that has to be 
covered. 
Definition 4.1 Given a recursive instance of the algorithm with parame-
ters vV' and C'. 
Let £ ~ W' X iv1, such that W1Ew2 iff vx E C' W1 EX +-> W2 E X. 
E defines an equivalence relation . 
Data compaction consists of chosing of each equivalence class one repre-
sentative and removing all other elements from W' . 
Whenever an element w E iv is chosen to be covered in the algorithm, 
all elements in the same equivalence class as w are covered. It follows that 
only one element of each equivalence class is needed in iv in the computa-
tion, and all other elements of H1 can be omitted. 
In the following subsections we will discuss how ( subsets of) 
n(MC(D',C')) - D' and C' - U(i\lIC(D',C')) can he computed. Comput-
ing C' - U(.MC(D' , C')) will be preceded by the introduction of dominated 
elements. 
4.2 Computing n(1'1C(D', C'')) - D' 
If a set X in C contains an element that is not contained in any other set 
in C, then Xis needed in any minimal cover, otherwise this element in X 
would never be covered. So X is a member of every minimal cover a.nd 
therefore X is also in the intersection of all minimal covers. 
\Ve shall prove that these sets, which contain some element exclusively, 
exactly define n(AfC(0,C)), but that they in general only form a subset of 
n(A1C(D' , C')), if D' is not empty. 
Lemma 4.1 Let X be an element of C'' ~ C. 
X E AlC(D', C') iff for all minimal covers D 2 D', 
:lw EX cov(w,D) = l. 
Proof. XE J\,fC(D',C') iff (by definition) for all minimal covers D, such 
that D' is a subset of D, is X an element of D 
iff (by Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.1) for all minimal covers D , such that 
D' is a subset of D: :lw E X cov( w, D) = l. D 
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Now we prove that n(lv!C(0, C)) consists of exactly those sets that contain 
some element exclusively. 
Theorem 4.1 Let X be an element of C. 
Then X E n(MC(0,C)) iff :lw E X cov( w, C) = 1. 
Proof. 
" ⇒": From X E n(k/C(0,C)) and Lemma 4.1, we have 
'v D E .MC(0,C) :lw E X such that cov( w, D) = l. 
Assume, :lw EX cov(w,C) = 1. Then 'vw EX 3Y EC, Y f X : w E Y. 
It follows that 3D C C - {X}, such that D is a minimal cover of W (by 
Theorem 2.1) and X (/. D , so X (/. MC(0, C). Contradiction. 
"<=": :lw E X cov(w,C) = 1 implies 't/Y EC, if Y f X then w (/. Y. 
Also '<ID E MC(0,C) LJD = W. It follows that '<IDE AfC'(0,C) XE D . 
Therefore X E n( AfC(0, C)). D 
Theorem 4.2 Let X be an element of C'' CC. 
Then :lw E X cov(w,C') = 1 implies X E n(A/C(D',C')), D' f 0, but not 
conversely. 
Proof. 
"⇒": 3w E X cov(w,C') = 1 implies 't/Y EC', if Y f X then w (/. Y . 
Also '<IDE .MC(D' ,C') LJD = W. It follows that 
'<IDE MC(D',C') X E D. Therefore X E n(MC(D' , C')). 
:~~~:m:~::::: :,:::::e,::::::e th:v~n:::;: :e :h: IL(TTtf) of the 
0 1 0 1 
Each column is a set. Each row represents an element. Assume we have 
a partial cover D' that consists of the set .A1 . Now C' = { .42 , A3 , A4 }. 
AfC(D', C') consists of exactly one minimal cover, namely {A 1 , A2 }. So 
A 2 E n(MC(D', C')) - D'. But there is no element in .4 2 that has a cover-
rate of 1 in C'. □ 
Now we have proven that whenever in the remaining set of sets used to 
extend a partial cover D", there is a set X that contains an element with a 
coverrate of 1, D" can be extended with X. 
Reduction 1 Given a recursive instance of the algorithm with parameters 
~V', C' and D'. In every iteration of the for-loop, let D" be the extension 
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of D' and C"' the remaining set of sets. for all X E C"', such that 
:lw EX cov(w, C"') = 1, do D" := D" u {X}, C"' := C"' - {X} and 
W" := W" - {X}. 
This reduction is in general only capable of finding a subset of 
n(MC(D', C')) - D' , if D' is not empty. 
4.3 Dominated Elements 
Suppose, for some recursive instance, that for so1ne w 1 , w 2 E i,v', for every 
X set in C', if w 1 E X implies w 2 E X. Then whenever w 1 is an element of 
the union of an extension of the current partial cover, then also is w 2 . 
In literature [9 ,10] this is called domination and defines a relation" <c,". 
Definition 4.2 Let <c, ~ W' X W', such that w1 <c, w 2 (w1 dominates 
wz) iff V X E C'' w1 E X __, w 2 E X. 
Len1ma 4.2 If data compaction has been applied, then "<c," 1s a strict 
partial order. 
Proof. 
Transitivity is trivial. \Ve look at antisymmetry: 
W1 <c 1 Wz ----, W2 f.c 1 W1 : 
Assume w1 <c, w2 and w 2 <c, w1 . Then VX E C' w1 EX+-+ wz EX . 
Contradiction, for no such elements exist after data compaction has been 
applied . D 
It can be concluded that in the algorithm only minimal elements of W' in the 
partial order " <c," are needed. So every non-minimal (that is, dominated) 
element can be omitted from vV'. 
Definition 4.3 Let in every iteration of the for-loop in the algorithm C"' 
be the remaining set of sets and i,v" the remaining set to be covered. Dom-
inated elements rernoval consists of removing every element w E W" 
such that there is another element w' E vV" and w' <c"' w. Th.is can be 
done using the following algorithm: 
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begin 
while :lw, w' E vV" such that w' <c"' w 
do 
select w E iv" such that :lw' E vV" : w' <c"' w; 
W" := W" - {w}; 
C'" := {X - {w} IX EC''"} 
od 
end 
4.4 Computing C' - U(JIC(D' , C'')) 
In every recursive instance of the algorithm we could start searching for 
dominated elements . \Vhen a set in G' only consists of such elements , this 
set need not be used in any extension of a partial cover. So this set can be 
removed. 
We prove that C - LJ(AIC'(0, C)) is exactly defined by such sets. When-
ever D' CC is not empty, they form only a subset of C' - LJ( A1C(D', C')). 
In this case, all sets in C' ' that cannot be used in an independent extension 
of D' are also in C' - LJ (Af C( D',C')). 
Theorem 4.3 Let X be an element of C. 
Then XE C' - LJ(MC(0, C)) iff 
Vw EX :!w' r/. X, w' E W, such that w' <cw. 
Proof. 
"⇒" : Assume by contradiction there is aw EX such that Vw' r/. X 
:! Y E C' such that w r/. Y and w' E Y . 
Let Sw = {Y I :lw' t/. X : w r/. Y and w' E Y}. 
Then Sw covers vV - X, but w r/. U S w, and there is a minimal cover 
S~ C Sw of W - X by Theorem 2.1. 
So S~ U {X} is a minimal cover of W, and X E LJ (MC'( 0, C)). Contradic-
tion . 
"¢::": Let w be an arbitrary element of X and let D E AfC(0, C). 
Assume :lw' r/. X, w' E iV' and w' < c w. So VY E C w' E Y ___, w E Y. 
Now :! Y E D such that w' E Y, for U D = i,v. So also w E Y. Now assume 
by contradiction X E D . But then Vw E X :!Y E D such that w E Y, for w 
was arbitrarily chosen. It follows that D is not independent. Contradiction , 
so X r/. D. Therefore XE C'- U( AfC(0 , C)), for Dis arbitrarily chosen. □ 
Theorem 4.4 Let X be an element of C' and D' ::f. 0. 
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Then 't:/w E X 3w' r/: X w' <c, w implies X E C'' - U(AfC'(D', C')), but 
not conversely. 
Proof. 
"⇒": Let DE 1HC(D',C'), and let w be an arbitrary element of X. 
Assume 3w' r/: X, w E vV' and w' <c• w. So 't:/Y EC'' w' E Y ---+ w E Y. 
Now 3Y E D - D' such that w' E Y. So also w E Y. Now assume by 
contradiction X E D. Then 't:/w E X : 3Y E D such that w E Y. It 
follows that D is not independent . Contradiction, so X r/: D . Therefore 
X E C' - U(MC(D' , C'')), for Dis arbitrarily chosen. □ 
"-fa": 'vVe use the same counterexample as in Theorem 4.2. Assume we 
have a partial cover D' that consists of the set A1 . Now C'' = {A2,A3,A4}. 
MC'(D', C') consists of exactly one minimal cover, namely {A1, A2} . So A3 
and A4 are elements of C'' - U(AfC'(D', C')), but they do not only exist of 
non-minimal elements . □ 
This results in the following reduction: 
Reduction 2 In every iteration of the for-loop in the algorithm with C'"' as 
remaining set of sets, apply dominated elements removal. For all X E C'"', 
if X = 0, do C"' := C"' - {X} . 
Every set X in C'', such that D' U { X} is not an independent extension 
of partial cover D', does not appear in any minimal cover that is a superset 
of D' , by Corollary 2.1. So these sets are not included in C'"', the subset 
of C' that is passed to a next recursive instance of the algorithm. This has 
already been included in our improved enumeration algorithm. 
Theorem 4.5 Let D" be a partial cover and C'" the set of sets that can 
be used to extend D". Then we have for all X E C", if D" U { X} is not 
independent then XE C" - U(MC(D", C'")). 
Proof. Immediately by Corollary 2.1. D 
Reduction 3 In every iteration of the for-loop in the algorithm, with D" 
as partial cover and C'" as set of sets that can be used to extend D", restrict 
C" to C''" = { X E C" I D" u { X} independent } . 
4.5 Partitioning the Remaining Search Space 
If in a recursive instance of the algorithm, with parameters iV1 , C' and D', 
the set C'' can be partitioned into subsets, the union of which is pairwise dis-
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joint, then all minimal covers of W' can be found by combining all minimal 
covers of all partitions, and omitting the ones that are not independent. 
Lemma 4.3 Let UC' 2 W', and C' = C~ u ... u c;, such that 
uc: n UC5 =0,forall i, j=l , ... ,p,i f j . 
Then W' = W{ u . .. u w;, where Wf = UC[ n W', i = l , . .. ,p. 
Proof. W' = UC' n W' = U(q u ... u C~) n W' = ( u C{ n W') u ... u ( u c~ n W') = W{ u ... u w;. □ 
By definition, it follows that the Wi are pairwise disjunct, therefore W is 
partitioned into p pairwise disjoint subsets . 
Theorem 4.6 Let U C ' 2 W', and C'' = q U ... U C'~, such that 
UCI n UC5 = 0, for all ·i,j = 1, . . . ,p, if j. 
Then for all D E MC(D', C'), D = D' u D 1 u . .. U Dp , such that Di <;;;; C[ 
and D ; is a minimal cover of Wf . 
Proof. From Lemma 4.3 follows that for all j , j = 1, . .. , p, only subsets of 
q can cover WJ . 
Therefore , by Theorem 2.1 every minimal cover Dj of vVJ is a subset of c; . 
So every minimal cover D E MC( D', C') consists of the union of the partial 
cover D' and of minimal covers D j of Wj, j = 1, .. . , p. □ 
If the set C' can be partitioned, then finding all minimal covers comes down 
to computing every possible combination of D' with a partial cover Dj of 
each partition, j = l, .. . , p, provided that such a combination is indepen-
dent. 
Reduction 4 In a recursive instance of the algorithm with D' as partial 
cover of W' and C' as set of sets, if C' = C{ U . .. U c;, such that the UC: 
are pairwise disjoint, then report as a minimal cover every D, such that 
D = D' U D 1 U ... U Dp, where Dj is reported as a minimal cover by a 
recursive instance of the algorithm with parameters Uc;, c;, 0, for each 
j = 1, . .. , p, provided that D is an independent extension of D' . 
4.6 Applicability of the reductions 
In all reductions it is stated that they should be applied in every recursive 
instance of the procedure and in each iteration of the for-loop. This does 
not mean that they always yield a reduction of the search space, but that 
they might yield such a reduction: 
with every iteration, a set in C' is removed. Also sets that cannot be used 
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for an independent extension of the partial cover are not taken into account. 
Therefore, the structure of C' is changed, and applying the reductions might 
be fruitful. 
Example: 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 1 0 
Look at the matrix A = 0 1 0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 1 
which defines a set iv consisting of 5 elements and 6 sets that cover it. 
We omit the subscript from the relation" <" , as long as no ambiguity occurs . 
Assume element w 1 (represented by the first row) is select.eel first. Look 
at the recursive instance of the algorithm where { Ai} is taken as par-
tial cover. Then {A1 , A2 } is not independent, so A2 is omitted, that is, 
A2 E {A2,- .. ,A6} - U(AfC({Ai},{A2 ,- .. ,A6})). Now w2 < W4 and 
W3 < W5, therefore w4 and w5 are dominated elements and are removed . 
But now A6 consists completely of dominated elements and is removed. Now 
assume w 2 is selected next, and the partial cover is extended to { A1 , 1b} . 
Then { A1 , A.3, As} is not independent, so A 5 is removed . As a consequence , 
cov(w3,{A4}) = 1, so A4 E np..1C({A 1 , A3} , {-4.4})), and the partial cover 
is extended to the minimal cover { A 1, A.3, A.4}. 
This example shows that applying the reductions as described in the 
previous subsections can reduce the search space very quickly. 
5 Heuristics 
Now we introduce two heuristics , one of which has shown to reduce the num-
ber of recursive instances of the algorithm considerably in practice [9,11]. 
This does not mean, of course, that by using these heuristics, it can be 
proven that a minimal number of recursive instances is generated. 
The first heuristic selects some special element of iY' is selected, and the 
second in what order the elements of C' are dealt with in the for-loop. 
Good results are obtained by chasing an element of }V' that has a min-
imal coverrate in C'. Informally, this can be justified as follows: in each 
recursive instance another element of iris covered. When to achieve this, a 
minimal number of recursive instances is generated, it seems plausible that 
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for the whole cover of iv a number of recursive instances is generated that 
is nearly minimal. Although we are not able to prove this, we will show 
that by applying this strategy dominated elements are removed automat-
ically. Therefore, sets that consist of dominated elements only, which are 
element of C' - LJ((MC(D', C')), are never used to extend a partial cover. 
As a consequence, recursive instances with such an extended partial cover 
as third parameter , which would provably yield no minimal cover, are not 
generated. This forms a possible explanation for the succes of this heuristic 
in practice. 
Lemma 5.1 Let C' and Hl ' be given, and LJC'' 2 W'. 
Then for all w1 ,w2 E W' w1 <c, w2 implies cov(w1 ,C') < cov(w2 ,C'). 
Proof. Let w1 <c, w2. \:/w E W' let S(w) = {X E C' I w E X}. 
Then cov(w, C') = IS(w)I. Now \:/ X E S( wi) w2 E X. Therefore, 
IS(w2) I 2:: IS(w1)I . Assume IS(w2) I = IS(wi)j . Then S(w2) = S(wi), and 
as a consequence, w2 <c, w1. Contradiction, for <c, is a partial order. So 
IS'(wi) I <c 1 IS(w2)I and cov(w1, C'') < cov(w2, C'). D 
This leads to the following heuristic: 
Heuristic 1 Greedy Srnrch: In each recursive instance of the algorithm 
with parameters W', C' and D', select an element in lV' with a minimal 
coverrate in C'. 
Theorem 5.1 Given a recursive instance of the algorithm with parameters 
W', C' and D'. If Greedy Search is applied, then D' is never extended to 
D' U {X}, X E C', such that X only consists of dominated elements. 
Proof. Assume that as selected element an element w E lV' is chosen such 
that w E X, for some X E C', and X consists of dominated elements only. 
But then there is aw' E iv', such that w' <c, w . By Lemma 5.1, we know 
that cov( w', C')) < cov( w, C') . So if Greedy Search is applied, w would not 
be selected. Contradiction. 
As a consequence, a set X E C' that consists of dominated elements is not 
used for extending the partial cover D'. □ 
It seems that when Greedy Search is applied, reduction 2 becomes re-
dundant. However, this is not the case. If, using reduct.ion 2, sets consisting 
of dominated elements are removed, possibly more partitions can be found, 
which reduces the search space. Therefore reduction 2 is still useful. 
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Now we deal with a second heuristic, that supports Greedy Search. 
Until now, the order in which the sets in C' are tried for extending a partial 
cover is not specified. We can try to optimize this order, by chosing such a 
set X in C', among the set of all sets in C' that contain the selected element, 
that X contains an element w' E UL with a minimal coverrate in C'. In 
the recursive instances that are created using sets in L selected after the 
selection of X, X is not an element of the set C'"'. As a consequence, the 
coverrate of w', which already was the lowest in LJ L, is reduced by l. It is 
possible that now its coverrate becomes 1, in which case reduction 1 can be 
applied. Otherwise we have an element with a decreased coverrate, which 
might be of use in a future recursive instance. 
Heuris tic 2 GreedySupporting Order: Given a recursive instance of the 
algorithm with parameters iF', C' and D'. Let w E W' be the selected 
element by Greedy Search. L = {Y I w E Y and Y E C''}. 
If 3Y E L such that 3 w' ( t w) E Y : \/w" E LJ L - { w} : 
cov(w',C'')::; cov(w",C'), then choose Y as next set in the for-loop . 
Otherwise , choose an arbitrary Y E L. 
The chosen set Y is removed from C', so in the next iteration L its size has 
decreased . It follows that each element of L is chosen once to extend the 
partial cover D' . 
6 Conclusion 
We have shown a set covering algorithm to find all minimal covers, consisting 
of an enumeration method, improved by four reductions and two heuristics. 
The enumeration method is more efficient than similar methods presented 
in the literature, and is proven to be correct. 
Given a partial cover, two sets are identified using three reductions: sets 
that appear in any minimal cover containing the partial cover, and sets 
that appear in no such minimal cover. These reductions can be seen as 
supplementing the enumeration method. 
Another reduction is used to partition the search space in parts that can be 
treated independently. 
The reductions can identify n(MC(0,C)) and C - LJ( AIC'(0,C)) com-
pletely. However, if D' is not empty, they only find subsets of 
nU,fC(D', C'))-D' and C'' - U(MC(D', C')), so probably some redundant 
processing is still performed. 
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The effectiveness of the reductions can be order dependent . It seems wise to 
start applying reductions that remove as much redundant sets as possible, 
that is, apply reductions 3 and 2 first . Hereafter reduction 1 can be applied. 
Reduction 4, the partitioning reduction, can be applied before or after the 
other three reductions. 
Two heuristics are given, one of which has been applied succesfully in 
practice. This heuristic is proven to be as least as strong as the second 
reduction, which indicates that it can be useful in any practical set covering 
application. 
The second heuristic is entirely new, and supports the first one. 
The major advantage of taking "increasing cover search" as basic enu-
meration method is that we can apply heuristics to reduce the number of 
recursive instances that are generated . If "subset enumeration search" is 
used , no effective heuristics are known . 
Further research is needed to find stronger reductions that can exactly 
identify n(AfC(D',C')) - D' and C'' - U(AfC'(D',C')). Then the role of 
the heuristics will possibly become less important. 
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